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Entry Fee & Prizes 

Rule 1.4 (page 4) 

(not for CPSA Majors or Minor championships) 

1.4(a) The ‘Competition’ entry fee must include the prize money element. 

1.4(b) The ‘Targets Only’ entry fee must not include the prize money element. 

1.4(c) All prize money taken in entries making up the ‘Prize Pot’ must be the exact difference 

between (a) and (b) above.  The exact prize money, the “prize pot”, must be paid out in total 

to the winners (and not given as gifts ‘in kind, such as free shoot entries or cartridge 

vouchers).  

1.4(d) Any cash or prizes (sponsored or otherwise) will only be paid out to winners who have 

entered as a ‘competition entry’. 

1.4(e) The prize pot can be paid out in one of 4 ways. 

(i) No High Gun - Total prize money divided by 4 classes and the class split is paid out 50%, 

30%, 20% for example. 

(ii) No High Gun - Total prize money stays in each class and is paid out every 5 competition 

shooters.  

(iii) High Gun and Class where HG is made up from £1 per competition shooter or sponsored 

by the ground, and the remaining prize money stays in each class and is paid out every 5 

competition shooters. 

(iv) High Gun and Class where HG is made up from £1 per competition shooter or sponsored 

by the ground, and the remaining prize money is divided by 4 classes and the class split is 

paid out 50%, 30%, 20% for example. 

(v)  Grounds can supplement classes or categories as they see fit. 

1.4 (f) The ground must clearly display, advertise and issue details on request the prize fund 

format. 
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1.4 (g) Grounds must retain all prize money for a minimum of 36 months to allow winners 

time to collect. After this time the ground may donate any outstanding prize money to a 

charity of their choice, however, proof of donation must be retained. 

1.4 (h) The CPSA reserve the right to refuse entry as per rule 1.2 (h) 

 

Addition to rule 1.2 

Rule 1.2 (Page 4) 

h) The CPSA reserve the right to refuse entry to any individual who is under suspension or 

ban by any other governing body or association. The CPSA also reserves the right to decline 

entry to any of its championships at its absolute discretion. In either such circumstances only 

entry fees will be refunded. 

i) Winners of cash prizes have up to 36 months to collect, after which time the ground may 

donate to a charity of their choice, however, proof of donation must be retained. 

 

Amendment to Rule 1.14 (j) 
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j) (i) Shoot organisers must always satisfy themselves as to the eligibility of competitors by 

requiring to see their current CPSA membership cards or proof of membership of another 

recognised Clay Target Shooting Association. 

j) (ii) If any shooter has been sanctioned or suspended by their national governing body or by 

any other governing body, (UK or worldwide) then that shooter will only be able to enter a 

registered shoot as a ‘Targets Only’ competitor. They will not be able to win any money or 

prizes (including sponsored prizes). 

j) (iii) If a shooter has been disqualified from a CPSA or national governing body/association 

Championship the member will only be able to shoot “Targets Only” in any CPSA registered 

competition to protect the integrity of the competition.   

j) (iv) If a shooter is currently banned by any recognised governing body, (UK or worldwide) 

then they will not be able to enter any CPSA registered shoots, under any circumstances. 

 

 

 

 


